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Micheline Nader Nominated for New Jersey Leading Women Entrepreneur Award
Morristown, NJ. (June 15, 2016) – Best-selling author, healthcare entrepreneur and Jesra Impact LLC
business owner, Micheline Nader, is being recognized for her exemplary leadership in business
development as a finalist for The Leading Women Entrepreneurs & Business Owners Award. The 2016
finalists, who were selected among hundreds of applicants, includes women who support numerous
non-profits, are employing thousands, are generating billions and represent a variety of industries. They
have had a major impact on state and local communities.
Micheline is an award-winning CEO and healthcare entrepreneur with extensive expertise in hospital
administration, long-term care and healthcare management. She holds a Bachelor of Science in Nursing
and a Masters of Public Health (concentration in hospital administration) and a Doctoral degree in
Healthcare Management.
Also the best-selling author of The Dolphin’s Dance: Discover your true self through a Powerful 5-step
Journey into Conscious Awareness, Micheline bridges the gap between traditional healthcare and
complementary medicine. Healthcare professionals, executives, and entrepreneurs praise her book for
offering a guide to personal transformation through the pragmatic practice of conscious awareness.
Based on her personal experience going from many losses – her father due to illness, her country due to
war and her financial stability due to bankruptcy – to a successful entrepreneur, Micheline credits her
success to the process of conscious awareness and wrote the book as a way to help others achieve a
state of long-lasting emotional wellness beyond any trauma.
"We are very excited to honor women business owners because women are the forerunners to the
economic recovery of our state,” says Linda Wellbrock, Founder of Leading Women Entrepreneurs.
“Over the last twenty years, women have surpassed men at twice the rate for starting their own
companies.”
Applicants were judged in four areas: Market Potential, Innovation, Advocacy for Women and
Community Involvement. Out of the finalists, the Top 25 Leading Women Entrepreneurs will be
recognized on November 14, 2016 at a cocktail reception in New Jersey.
ABOUT MICHELINE NADER
Micheline holds a Bachelor of Science in Nursing and a Masters of Public Health from New York State
University (American University of Beirut) and a Doctoral degree in Healthcare Management from ParisDauphine University. She has served as an adjunct professor in hospital management at a leading
university in France and now speaks internationally.
Micheline Nader is President and CEO of Jesra Impact LLC that creates breakthrough content, education
and networks that are committed to empowering individuals through conscious awareness to turn their
limitations into catalysts and transform their passion into purpose. Prior to, she was the founder and
CEO of Blue Dolphin Real Estate LLC and Blue Dolphin LTC, LLC that specialized in acquiring and
managing nursing homes. The chain grew to five facilities and 360 beds until it was successfully sold to
Adcare Healthcare Systems (ADK) in 2011. Micheline also founded Blue Dolphin Health Management

Inc., a consulting firm specialized in managing long-term care facilities. In addition, Micheline
founded Blue Dolphin Forum, LLC, a consulting firm specialized in designing value-creation pathways for
organizations at different stages of their corporate life-cycle.
ABOUT LEADING WOMEN ENTREPRENUERS
Leading Women Entrepreneurs is a media and events company that recognizes outstanding women
business owners. The mission is to create a sustainable, ongoing environment that brings leaders
together and showcases their attributes and contributions. More at http://www.lweworld.com/.
For more information or to arrange an interview with Micheline Nader, visit www.MichelineNader.com
or contact Carina Sammartino, publicist, carina(a)parallel33pr.com or 760.331.3547.
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